MODERNIZE YOUR
DATA CENTER
ENSURE YOUR DATA CENTER WILL BE
YOUR CENTER OF TOMORROW
With new market demands driving an emphasis on application availability
that is outpacing legacy data center design, it’s imperative that IT leadership
starts to plan a transition to the next generation data center.

GLOBAL DATA
CENTER TRENDS
TRAFFIC, WORKLOAD PLACEMENT, APPLICATIONS AND
SECURITY ARE ALL TOP OF MIND TRENDS IN THE DATA CENTER:
Global data center traffic will nearly
TRIPLE over the next FIVE YEARS*
By 2018, more than 75% of workloads
will be processed by cloud data centers and
workloads per physical cloud server will grow 44%*
78% of CIOs surveyed say that the network is more
critical to delivering applications than just last year
The annual cost of cybercrime to the global
economy ranges from $375B to $575B in losses

THESE TRENDS ARE FOSTERING AN EVOLUTION TOWARDS NEXT GENERATION DATA CENTERS THAT ARE:
SIMPLE
SCALABLE
OPEN AND SECURE

Enable more visibility and faster application
deployment without compromise

Deliver future-proof scale and agility
for a better IT user experience

Embrace ecosystems in an open
and secure approach

Are You Ready for the Next Logical
Evolution of the Data Center
AS TRENDS ARE PUSHING FOR A SIMPLE, SCALABLE AND OPEN DATA CENTER,
ORGANIZATIONS MUST CONSIDER WHAT THEIR DATA CENTER WILL NEED TO SUPPORT:
CONVERGENCE & AUTOMATION

As the data center grows, so does complexity. Next
generation data centers will be built on converged
systems so organizations can automate and manage
their entire IT infrastructure through a single platform.

APPLICATION CENTRIC INFRASTRUCTURE
As application delivery becomes more crucial to
supporting the business, applications will become
the focal point in supporting and automating IT.

CLOUD COMPUTING

As more mission-critical workloads are moved to
the cloud, your data center architecture will be
the underlying foundation to it all, and must
integrate with internal and public cloud services.

BY ADAPTING TO THIS EVOLUTION
AND MODERNIZING THE DATA CENTER,
ORGANIZATIONS CAN:

Enable IT to focus on driving
business growth by supporting
lines-of-business

* Cisco Global Cloud Index:
Forecast and Methodology

Enable IT to work as an agile,
on-demand enterprise

Increase IT performance
while reducing costs

Innovate, while doing
more with less

It’s Time To Modernize Your
Data Center With SyCom
PARTNERED WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS
TOP NOTCH ENGINEERS
20+ YEARS IN EXPERIENCE

DATA CENTER FOCUSED PRACTICE

CONTACT US TODAY so we can work with you to

create an architectural roadmap to modernize your data
center. We’ll ensure that your data center truly
becomes the center of your tomorrow.

Visit us at WWW.SYCOMTECH.COM
to learn more, or request a consultation.

